Case Study

Exploring the
Digitalisation
Opportunity for
Agile Procurement

• Market intelligence
• Opportunity assessment
• Procurement research

Business need
 A UK Government entity responsible for the safe and
secure clean-up of nuclear sites wanted to gather
intelligence on the technologies it could use in the
short term to upgrade its procurement function.
 It wanted to assess existing digitalisation trends and
opportunities in procurement, specifically in the public
and nuclear sectors in the UK.

To examine potential
technologies to
optimise procurement
operations.

The client outlined two key reasons for selecting RocSearch:
 Our ability to identify innovation opportunities and digital trends through technology scouting.
 Our wide exposure to procurement research and best practice studies in the European markets.
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Approach & Methodology
• Our strategic advisory team identified emerging technologies being adopted across other industries and
functions in the UK. It examined innovation market trends shaping the landscape of technological innovation in
procurement that may have potential applications in the procurement function.

RocSearch examined emerging innovative technology
trends, opportunities and procurement use-cases and
evaluated their applicability in a project-based set-up.

• We mapped out various technologies and
procurement use-cases and prioritised them based
on the technologies’ readiness, applicability in the UK
nuclear/public sector, implementation case studies
and relevance in a project-based set-up.
• We identified and profiled suppliers offering these
technologies and prepared a technology roadmap for
the client for the short-term, mid-term and long-term
horizons.

Business outcomes
•

The output enabled the client to create a digitalisation
roadmap, assess current levels of technology readiness
and optimise its procurement processes.

•

The best practices across industries presented ideas
and insights for adoption feasibility and planning
implementation across time horizons.

•

The study facilitated the client with the identification of
technology vendors and faster deployment of
technologies.
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The output enabled the
client to create a
digitalisation roadmap
and optimise its
procurement processes.
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About RocSearch
Founded in 1999, RocSearch has been a pioneer in empowering our
clients to overcome challenges and realize their goals. Our strength
is delivering research and advisory solutions through managed and
dedicated teams that produce the expert intelligence our clients
require to gain a true competitive advantage.
We draw on proven expertise to deliver consistent value across all
types of business requirements: ranging from digitization and
analysis of business, financial, or customer data to the provision of
‘act-on’ insights for the most challenging business problems.
Our longstanding client relationships bear testament to the
enduring value we create, alongside our consistent reliability and
absolute discretion. We take great pride that many of the brightest
global companies rely on us to help them achieve top-line growth,
operational efficiency and increased profitability.

www.rocsearch.com

Feel free to reach out to us:
Business enquiry: enquiry@rocsearch.com
General enquiry: info@rocsearch.com

Disclaimer
This document is proprietary to RocSearch and the information contained
herein is confidential. Not without prior written permission from RocSearch,
may this document be reproduced, either in whole or in part, or disclosed to
others outside your firm.
Whilst care and attention has been exercised in the preparation of this
document, RocSearch does not accept responsibility for any inaccuracy or
error or any action taken in reliance on the information contained within. All
warranties whether expressed or implied by statute, law or otherwise are
hereby disclaimed and excluded to the extent permitted by law.
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